The effectiveness of a computer-based method for localization of arrhythmia exit sites was studied.
Introduction
Catheter ablation is currently a second or third-line treatment for ventricular tachycardia. It can deliver a permanent cure, but the semi-invasive procedure requires considerable human effort and is technically challenging. The procedure could be sped up and facilitated with a tool that would indicate the position of the "exit site" of the tachycardia with respect to the actual position of the mapping catheter. Current electrocardiographic imaging (ECGI) and other inverse cardiac models have more ambitious goals and are too cumbersome to follow the pace of a clinical procedure. Moreover they rely on recordings with hundreds of electrodes, which is undesirable in a catheterization laboratory, as well as on accurate medical imaging. Therefore we developed a relatively simple method with few requirements and a modest purpose, namely to predict the location from which the ventricular activation appears to spread, in relation to the location of the tip of the mapping catheter. The method does not require any knowledge of the anatomy and can work with 3 or more ECG leads.
One such system was previously proposed by Potse et al. [1, 2] . That system was only tested for 64-channel ECG measurements, and had a two-dimensional solution space limited to the left-ventricular endocardium, while arrhythmia often arise from the right ventricle or from more epicardial locations. Moreover, their validation data were less accurate and less extensive than what can be obtained today.
The purpose of this paper is to perform an in-silico investigation of this method. The questions we try to answer here are 1) is a fully three-dimensional prediction possible within the ventricles; 2) what accuracy can be expected in different regions of the heart; and 3) is it possible to obtain satisfactory accuracy with a low number of ECG leads? The answers to these questions can guide the design of subsequent clinical evaluations.
Materials and methods

Preparation of testing data
To prepare a data set for testing of our method we used a realistic membrane-based reaction-diffusion model of a human heart and torso and realistic patient-tailored geometries.
The model geometries were based on high-resolution cardiac computed tomography (CT) images. The cardiac wall and its cavities, the lungs, and the torso surface were segmented from the CT data. From the segmentations surface descriptions of these organs were made ( Fig. 1 ). Based on these surface descriptions a hexahedral mesh of the heart at 200 μm resolution and a torso mesh with 1 mm resolution were created. From the same surface descriptions of the heart a reduced surface of the ventricular myocardium with ~500 nodes was created using the MMG software [3] . For each node a simulation of a single beat was performed, in which the model was activated using a stimulation current pulse at the node location.
Simulations of cardiac activity were performed using a monodomain reaction-diffusion model where β is the membrane surface to volume ratio, C m is the membrane capacitance per unit area, G is the monodomain conductivity tensor, and I ion is the sum of all transmembrane ionic currents, computed with the model for the human ventricular myocyte proposed by Ten Tusscher et al. [4] . The monodomain conductivity tensor G was chosen as G = G in G ex /(G in +G ex ) with G in and G ex the intracellular and extracellular conductivity tensor fields, respectively, to mimic the conduction velocity that a bidomain model would obtain [5] . The fiber orientations used to compute the conductivity tensors were assigned with a rule-based method [5, 6] . As in previous studies the computed transmembrane currents were integrated over cubes of 1 mm size in order to be inserted in the torso model at 1 mm resolution [7] . In this model the extracellular potential φ e was solved using the inserted current I m as a boundary condition:
The simulations were performed with the Propag-5 software [5, 8] and ran on ~2000 CPU cores. Because of the large number of simulations φ e was only output for the model nodes corresponding to the 268 electrodes shown in figure 1 (252 electrodes of the CardioInsight acquisition system, 9 standard ECG electrodes and 7 Frank ECG electrodes). 
Localization method
The proposed localization method can work for any set of 3 or more ECG leads. It is based on the assumption that there is a linear relation between exit-site location and QRS-integral pattern on the thorax surface. The existence of a (not necessarily linear) relationship has been shown previously e.g. by SippensGroenewegen et al. [9] . Signals are integrated over the QRS interval of the ECG, to obtain a QRS integral vector. The first 3 principal components are taken and treated as coordinates of the exit site in ECG space. If there are just 3 leads, the SVD step is omitted.
Assuming that we know the exit site coordinates (either from the model or in reality using a paced beat from a position determined with an electroanatomical mapping system), we thus have a point X in real space, and a corresponding point E in ECG space. Using a limited number of paced beats (at least 3), we estimate the 3×3 transformation matrix R and the 3-element translation vector T such that for each pair (X,E). This problem is solved in a leastsquares sense. In a real application, this transform would be fitted to a small number of paced beats with known pacing locations. In this study, we fitted to all points and evaluated the fitting error, for different lead systems.
Evaluation of accuracy
We evaluated the accuracy of the method using 5 patient-tailored models. The accuracy of localization was quantified by computation of 1) the absolute errors AbsErr = d PP' (i), which are the distances between the i th stimulation site location P(i) and its position estimated by our method P'(i); and 2) the errors of relative localization RelErr =⏐d P'Q' (i) -d PQ (i)⏐, which quantify the error for localization with respect to a nearby location. Mesh nodes were considered neighboring when they had an edge in common. The relative error indicates how the method would perform if the catheter tip is already near the arrhythmia exit site and the cardiologist would like to move to the next estimated position for the exit site.
We investigated the influence of different ECG lead sets (252-lead ECG, standard 12-lead ECG and Frank vectorcardiographic (VCG) leads) on accuracy.
Results
Representation of the ventricles in ECG space
For all lead systems, the reduced ventricular model (Fig. 2,A) plotted in ECG space (Fig. 2,B ) (using the original topology but replacing each set of X coordinates by the corresponding E) could be recognized as a pair of ventricles. In all simulations, the shape of the left ventricle (LV) was well preserved, except for the papillary muscles which were more or less turned inside-out and protruded slightly outside the heart. The right ventricle (RV) was flattened, but the lateral wall was still separated from the septum. Endocardium and epicardium of the RV intersected, and the dimensions of the RV outflow tract (RVOT) were strongly reduced. Importantly, the interventricular septum, including the common outflow tract, appeared relatively thick, suggesting a good differentiation of LV from RV sites. The group mean absolute and relative localization errors (in mm) computed from all patient-specific models were: 11.5 (SD=2.5), 2.6 (SD=0.5) for the 252-lead ECG; 12.2 (SD=2.7), 2.7 (SD=0.5) for the 12-lead ECG; and 11.7 (SD=2.4), 2.7 (SD=0.5) for the Frank VCG. The mean errors for the right ventricle were higher than for the left ventricle. This can also be seen in Fig. 3A where for one of the patients the estimated stimulation sites are plotted together with the original mesh made from known stimulation points (grey, transparent mesh). The fitting is satisfactory for the left ventricle while the right ventricle is more deformed. In all cases the distribution of the error values was smooth ( Fig. 3 , panels B and C).
Performance of different leads sets
Discussion
A computer algorithm based on a linear relation between surface ECGs and exit site can predict exit sites with a precision in the order of a centimeter for absolute errors and in order of three millimeters for errors of relative localization. The use of an XYZ ECG-lead system is enough to get satisfactory results, with a precision of localization comparable to full 252-lead ECG. This makes it easier to implement the method in clinical settings. Low values of errors of relative localization and its smooth distribution on the heart surface suggest opportunity for algorithm improvement. The obtained results will guide the design of subsequent clinical evaluations.
A limitation of the current study is that we always reduced the QRS integral to 3 principal components. In principle the method could also use a larger number. However, initial tests showed that the problem to solve the transform (R,T) quickly became ill-conditioned with higher-dimensional inputs E. A further limitation is that we did not assess the influence of factors such as ECG noise and the use of small sets of fitting positions. These are topics for future work.
